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This is not an invoice, you will receive an invoice/receipt with the goods.

Hermann Franzen GmbH & Co. KG
Königsallee 42
40212 Düsseldorf, Germany
Telephone: +49 (0)211 - 130 780
Fax: +49 (0)211 - 130 7890
E-mail: info@franzen.de
Internet: www.franzen.de

Bank details:
Hermann Franzen GmbH & Co. KG
IBAN: DE66 3007 0010 0185 1807 00
BIC/SWIFT: DEUTDEDDXXX

Managing Director:
Claus Franzen, Peter Franzen and Stephanie Kluth-Franzen
Commercial register Düsseldorf HRA 1743 / HRB 30424
VAT-ID: DE 121283515

FIRE EXTINGUISHER WALL MOUNT
Serie: silver Serie: Metal
Order number: 5430000959025
Hersteller: Safe-T

€8.00 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Fire Extinguisher Wall Mount"

Manufacturer: Safe-T
Color: silver
Material: metal
Made in Belgium

Safe-T, Fire Extinguisher Wall Mount

When exceptional design meets the highest safety standards, it's a fiery combination − in the truest sense of the word. With their striking aesthetics,
the DNC Tag fire extinguishers from Safe-T are not only functional but also far too attractive to hide away in a cupboard. With this wall mount, they
can be placed unobtrusively anywhere − whether they're staged artfully on the living room wall or featured as an interior object in the kitchen. The
wall mount has two drill holes on the back for stable and secure wall attachment.

About Safe-T

SAFE-T fire extinguishers by DNC Tag combine functionality and sophisticated design. In compliance with strict quality criteria, the fire
extinguishers are produced 100% in Belgium, as the company places priority on one rule in particular: Safe-T first! All Safe-T fire extinguishers
contain 1 kg of high-quality extinguishing powder, which is refilled by the manufacturer free of charge in the case of use. While conventional fire
extinguishers often disappear into the basement or inaccessible corners, Safe-T fire extinguishers possess a true design factor and are therefore
positioned to be all the more accessible. With up to 70 designs in a nuanced range of colors and textiles, they can be used to lend any interior that
extra something special.

Related links to "Fire Extinguisher Wall Mount"

- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Safe-T

https://www.franzen.de/en/payment-and-dispatch
https://www.franzen.de/en/store
https://www.franzen.de/en/anfrage-formular?sInquiry=detail&sOrdernumber=5430000959025
https://www.franzen.de/en/safe-t/

